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Research Question

Is UW purchasing from ethical food sources with its considerably large 
food budget? In FY15 UW Dining spent $16 million on food products

Our group narrowed down “ethical” food into the food miles and 
estimate carbon output due to time considerations and data availability.



Conceptual Model



Data
Had a meeting with Kara Carlson from UW Dining 
to talk about the project 

A spreadsheet of purchases from FY15 & FY16

Uploaded GIS files from WAGDA, King County, 
Snohomish County, City of Seattle

Contacted companies and distribution centers, by 
phone and email, for information about food source 
locations (farms, mills, etc.)



Methods
Downloaded shapefiles for: 

1. Seattle Geospatial Street Network: 
Shapefile:  function locatate address.

2. Washington State roads Shapefile: 
Function is to locate address 

3. Road Shapefile from the WA Office 
of Financial Management 

Plotted Addresses from:

1. King County Addresses Shapefile
2. Washington State Addresses 

Shapefile



Methods
Data Organization



Food Items Studied

Coffee + Bagel + Cream Cheese
● Coffee: Bokonzo co-op uganda
● Bagel: Blazing Bagels - ADM milling co - many farmers
● Cream Cheese: Meadowsweet 

Fruit Salad + Tea + Croissant
● Fruit Salad

○ Raspberries: Natureripe - Michoacan, Mexico
○ Blueberries: Natureripe - Chillan, Chile
○ Apples: Domex Superfresh Growers - Cowiche, WA

● Tea: Amalgamated Plantations - Assam, India
● Toast: Essential Bakery - Seattle

OJ + Breakfast Sandwich
● OJ: Minute Maid - Juice from Brazil, US, Costa Rica
● Breakfast Sandwich

○ Bacon: Interbay (local)
○ Eggs: Stiebrs Farm - Yelm WA
○ English Muffin: Essential Bakery - fairhaven mill - walla walla farm

https://www.shepherdsgrain.com/home/our-growers/


Methods
Network Analysis

In order to find the street networks from point to point we:

1. Opened extension in “customize”
2. Then turned on the “network analysis”
3. Right-clicked the shapefile in catalog
4. Chose “network analysis”
5. Then chose closest facility in the Network Analyst 

menu
6. Plotted location for faculties and incidents
7. Then clicked solve



Results

Distance and directions 
from different points in our 
dataset



Results
Meal 1

● Bagel
● Cream Cheese
● Coffee

9,850 total miles



Results
Meal 2

● Fruit salad
● Toast
● Tea

19,135 total miles



Results
Meal 3

● Breakfast sandwich
(egg, bacon, english muffin)

● Orange juice

Total miles 4,528



Food Miles by Item

Orange Juice 4012

Breakfast 
Sandwich

516

Meal 1

Coffee 9262

Bagel 419

Cream 
Cheese

170

Tea 6952

Fruit Salad 11795

Rasberries 2356

Blueberries 9300

Apples 139

Toast 396

Meal 3Meal 2



Results: carbon emissions

1

2

3



Limitations

● Lack of geospatial data for the state of Washington. The biggest challenge was collecting 
sufficient data to map out intended goal.

● UW Dining’s information only showed parse data: Name of company, a few random 
notes, and total dollar amount spent in a fiscal year. UW Dining lacked the adequate data 
to generate a launching pad or detailed information. As a result, we had to make some 
assumptions and do research  beyond what we expected. 

● With more time we could have done a comprehensive ethical food analysis. 
● Calculating the carbon output generates an estimate because it was using a standardized 

measurement system. Also, it is limited in terms of knowing the exact weight of the 
semi-truck, the type of semi-truck, or even the exact route taken. 



Implications 

By generating a map which displays the transit 
life of food that UW buys, we can see:

● the food’s total carbon emissions 
generated by transit

● how much of the food that UW Dining 
purchases is locally sourced 

The food’s carbon footprint can be estimated 
by multiplying weight times distance for a 
freight truck to get total carbon emissions 
with 

http://www.freightemissionscalculator.com/

http://www.freightemissionscalculator.com/

